Qudits, the d-dimensional extension of qubits, open new perspectives in several fields, from fundamental quantum mechanics to quantum cryptography. Although photon polarization is a privileged choice for qubits encoding, it is not suitable for the physical realization of qudits. However, in order to realize multidimensional quantum systems, other degrees of freedom of single photons such as path or orbital angular momentum are available. When two or more degrees of freedom are exploited simultaneously we refer to "hybrid encoding". It is possible for instance to encode information in a four dimensional (ququart) hybrid space spanned by polarization and a bidimensional orbital angular momentum subspace of a single photon. Here we present how high dimensional hybrid systems can be exploited to overcome a major limitation of quantum communication: the need of a shared reference frame. Indeed the joint action of polarization and orbital angular momentum of hybrid ququarts can be exploited to realize quantum communication without a shared reference frame. We experimentally showed that, by using a proper subspace of hybrid ququart space, it is possible to perform any quantum communication protocol and violate CHSH inequalities without any information about the reference frame orientation of the two parties (except the direction of propagation of the photons). Such feature could find application in satellite based communication schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Qubits, the fundamental units of quantum information, are usually encoded by exploiting the polarization state of single photons. This choice is mainly due to the ease of manipulation of such degree of freedom as well as the reliability of the standard quantum optics techniques for single photons generation. In the last decades many efforts have been spent in the investigation of the multidimensional extension of qubit, quantum d-dimensional systems known as qudits. Indeed such resource has opened new perspectives in many fields, from fundamental quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] to quantum cryptography 4, 5 . Being defined in a two dimensional space, polarization is not suitable for the physical realization of qudits, however, in order to realize multidimensional quantum systems, it is possible to exploit other degrees of freedom of single photons such as path or orbital angular momentum (OAM). This last degree of freedom is related to the photon's transverse-mode spatial structure 6 and has been recognized as a new promising resource, allowing the implementation of a qudit encoded in a single photon. 7, 8 Related to its higher dimensionality, the OAM can provide an elevated degree of security and higher informationdensity coding, with a major channel capacity in the field of quantum communication. 9, 10 Furthermore, it can be exploited in quantum imaging, free-space communication, micromechanics, astrophysics and biophysics.
8, 11
Although a qudit can be realized by using a d-dimensional orbital angular momentum subspace alone, it is also possible (and in some cases more usefull) to employ OAM in combination with polarization or path. Such approach is known as Hybrid encoding.
There exist several tools for generate and manipulate the orbital angular momentum of single photons. Among these, q-plate technology [12] [13] [14] is particularly useful to encode information in a four dimensional hybrid space spanned by polarization and a bidimensional orbital angular momentum subspace of a single photon (ququarts). 15, 16 Such states have been used both for fundamental quantum mechanics investigation and quantum cryptography. 3, 5, 17 In this paper we present a work in which the properties of hybrid qudits are exploited to realize quantum communication when the two users are lacking a shared reference frame. In particular we experimentally showed that, using a proper combination of OAM and polarization states, it is possible to perform quantum communication protocols and violate CHSH inequalities without any information about the reference frame orientation of the two parties (except the direction of propagation of the photons). Such feature allows to overcome a main obstacle to long distance free-space communication and could find application for instance in satellite based communication schemes.
Orbital angular momentum
Single photons carry angular momentum which, within paraxial approssimation, can be easily decomposed in two independent contributions: spin (SAM) and orbital angular momentum. The spinorial part is related to the polarization of the photon. Indeed left and right handed circular polarization states |L π and |R π , are eigenstates of the SAM operator S z π along the propagation direction (z axis) of respective eigenvalues s z π =h and s z π = −h. The orbital angular momentum is related to transverse-mode spatial structure of photons. In particular OAM eigenstates are characterized by the dependence of these modes on the azimuthal phase φ in the expression e imφ . which corresponds to a twisting of the wavefront of light around the propagation direction (elicoidal wavefront), and hence to a phase singularity known as optical vortex. The handness and the number of twisting of the wavefront are defined by the integer number m that represents the eigenvalue of the orbital angular momentum (in unit ofh) carried by each photon of the light beam. One of the most popular class of light field carrying OAM is the Laguerre-Gauss beam, 6 however, any spatial mode with an azimuthal phase dependence of e imφ is an OAM eigenmode and can be exploited to encode information in the infinite dimensional OAM Hilbert space with m ∈ Z.
Being recognized as a promising resource for quantum information, in the last twenty years several tools have been developed in order to generate, manipulate and detect OAM photon states like spiral phase plates, 18 computer generated holograms 19 , interferometric setups 20 , 21 q-plates. In this paper we will focus on this last device since it is the tool which resides at the heart of the quantum communication scheme that will be described in the following sections.
A q-plate (QP) is a birefringent slab having a suitably patterned transverse optical axis, with a topological singularity at its center.
12 The "charge" of this singularity is given by an integer or half-integer number q, which is determined by the (fixed) pattern of the optical axis. Q-plates working in the visible or near-infrared domain can be manufactured with nematic liquid crystals, by means of a suitable treatment of the containing substrates.
12, 22 The q-plate introduces a birefringent retardation δ which is uniform across the device and which can be manipulated by acting on an external electric field. For δ = π, a QP modifies the OAM state m of a light beam crossing it, imposing a variation ∆m = ±2q whose sign depends on the input polarization, positive for left-circular and negative for right-circular. 23 In other words, the input polarization of the light controls the sign of the orbital helicity of the output wave front. Let us now describe the action of the q-plate adopting the quantum formalism between the input and output modes. In a single-photon quantum formalism, the QP implements the following quantum transformations on the single photon state:
where |· π and |· o stand for the photon quantum state 'kets' in the polarization and OAM degrees of freedom. Let us note that a single q-plate with q = 1 induces a shift of ±2h in SAM which corresponds to a shift of ∓2h in OAM. This means that for q = 1 the total angular momentum of the photon is conserved hence the QP acts only as an angular momentum converter from SAM to OAM and vice versa. On the contrary, a q-plate with q = 0.5 does not conserve the total angular momentum of the photon but gives us access to orbital angular momentum subspace with m = ±1 that has an interesting property which will be clear in the next section. In the following, whenever there is no risk of ambiguity, the subscripts π and o will be omitted for brevity. one location to another. 24 Photonic free-space quantum communication has been demonstrated for distances of hundreds of kilometers, 25 a progress that could soon lead to satellite-based long-distance QC. [26] [27] [28] [29] However, in standard approaches to QC, to execute even the simplest quantum transmission one must establish, and maintain, a shared reference frame. This introduces a considerable overhead in resources, particularly if the parties are in motion or rotating relative to each other. Let us consider for instance a very common bipartite scenario: the emitter and receiver, conventionally called Alice and Bob, chose to encode qubits in the polarization of single photons so that the linear horizontal and vertical polarization states (respectively |H and |V ) correspond to logical basis qubits (respectively |0 and |1 ). In order to successfully communicate they must initially align their local horizontal (H) and vertical (V ) transverse axes, and then keep them aligned throughout the transmission (see Fig. 2 a) . The same requirement arises if we encode information in spatial models of single photons Fig. 2 b. This in turn requires the exchange of a large amount of classical information that represents, in general, an extra technical overhead which can impose obstacles to communication. Such obstacles become critical in the particular situations where the users are very far apart from each other, the misalignment between their frames varies in time, or the number of users is large. 30, 31 In general, the lack of a shared reference frame inhibits faithful QC because it is equivalent to an unknown relative rotation, therefore introducing noise into the quantum channel.
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A possible solution to this problem is to encode logical qubits into rotationally invariant states of multiple physical qubits which constitute particular instances of decoherence-free subspaces, originally introduced in the context of fault-tolerant quantum computing. [32] [33] [34] These spaces can be in principle realized with multiple photons.
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However, the efficient production and detection of multi-photon states is a technological challenge, they are more susceptible to losses, and the requirement that multiple photons are subject to exactly the same rotation is very seldom perfectly satisfied.
A more efficient way to circumvent misalignments is to find a decoherence-free subspace exploiting single photon qudits. 38, 39 In particular, the polarization and orbital angular momentum stand out for this purpose constituting an ideal pair to carry rotationally invariant hybrid qubits (see Fig. 2c ).
Hybrid Rotational Invariant Qubits
Let us consider again Alice and Bob encoding qubits in photon polarization and an arbitrary misalignment R[θ] between their reference frames given by a physical rotation of an angle θ along the propagation axis. In this case, every qubit will undergo the following transformation (written for simplicity in the circular polarization basis):
which gives rise to noise (in this case a phase shift) in the communication channel. Let us now consider the effect of the same rotation R[θ] on OAM eigenstates. Since such eigenstates are characterized by an azimuthal phase dependence of e imφ , they will undergo the following transformation:
We can exploit such effect to realize rotational invariant qubits by restricting our attention to the OAM subspace with m = ±1 and properly combine together polarization and OAM. From now on we will rename these OAM eigenstates as: | + 1 = |l and | − 1 = |r in analogy with polarization eigenstates. The rotational invariant logical basis will be:
Indeed any rotation R[θ] will leave such states unaffected since the phase shift experienced by polarization state will be exactly cancelled out by the phase shift experienced by OAM eigenstate, no matter what the angle θ is. This logical basis is a decoherence free subspace of the particular ququart space obtained from the tensor product of polarization and bidimensional OAM subspace with m = ±1. Because of linearity, any coherent superposition (or incoherent mixture) of the two logical states, i.e. the entire logical subspace, is also immune to all possible reference frame misalignments during the entire QC session.
Experimental implementation
The experimental setup used to encode and decode arbitrary hybrid qubit states in the logical basis is shown in Fig. 2 . Single photons generated by spontaneous parametric down conversion in a beta-barium borate crystal are coupled to single mode fibers in order to filter out all transverse modes but fundamental Gaussian one (TEM 00 ). After a compensation stage and polarization manipulation, single photons are sent to a tuned q-plate with topological charge q = 1/2 to convert polarization qubit into rotational invariant qubit. Indeed such q-plate gives rise to the following transformations:
where |0 o denotes a zero OAM state, such as the TEM 00 . Consider then a generic polarization-encoded qubit |ψ p = α|R p +β|L p prepared in the TEM 00 spatial mode. From transformations (5), sending the qubit through the q-plate yields
That is, the qubit is now encoded into the desired rotationally invariant space spanned by logical basis (4). Remarkably, the same q-plate device works also as a universal decoder, transferring generic rotationally invariant qubits to their polarization-encoded counterparts. Explicitly, by injecting |ψ L into the q-plate, one obtains
which can then be coupled into a single mode fiber and analyzed in polarization using standard methods. The measurement device is sketched in Fig. 2d . Notice that, again from the linearity of quantum mechanics, the encoding and decoding transformations (6) and (7) hold even if the polarization state is part of some larger entangled state. In addition, an outstanding feature of the q-plate is that it realizes the polarization-transversemode coupling in a single compact device that requires no interferometric stability, therefore providing the scheme with a built-in robustness. Finally, to perform arbitrary rotations of the reference frames of Alice and Bob, we developed an analysis stage which is able to rotate along light propagation axis. Hence we mounted the q-plate, waveplates, PBS, and optical fiber couplers in a compact and robust rotating detection stage Fig. 2d ,e.
In order to prove that our logical encoding is really invariant under rotations we performed three different experiments: a feasibility-demonstration of a cryptographic-key distribution protocol, distribution of entanglement, and violation of a Bell inequality.
Alignment-free quantum key distribution.
As a first test we demonstrated the feasibility of quantum key distribution in alignment-free settings by measuring the communication fidelity for different angles of the rotating analysis stage both using hybrid encoding and, for comparison, polarization encoding. By using heralded single photons, and for different angles θ, we encoded, transmitted, and decoded, the four hybrid-qubit states required for the BB84 QKD protocol:
We quantified the potential of our setup for QKD by measuring the fidelities of the states prepared and compared them with the ideal ones. The experimental results are reported in Fig. 3a,b. In particular, Figure 3a shows that the average fidelity F QKD over the four states, as a function of θ is constantly above the value F T = 89%, which corresponds to the well-known Shor-Preskill security proof threshold.
41 Above this, under the usual assumptions that Alice's source emits (logical) qubits, Bob's detectors perform (logical) qubit measurements, and there is no basis-dependent flaw in Alice's and Bob's systems, 42 unconditional security can be guaranteed. In contrast, if we encode information exploiting polarization qubits, fidelity falls below the security bound for angles θ > 20
• , even in the ideal noiseless case (blue dashed line). Fig. 3b in turn shows the fidelity for each state, obtained by uniformly mixing the data over all measured angles θ to mimic measurements in a QC session with a rotating reference frame. Again, all the individual-state fidelities are consistently larger than the security threshold.
Alignment-free quantum non-locality.
As a second test we checked entanglement distribution between two parties with misaligned reference frames. We prepared a photon pair in the polarization entangled state |φ
, where the superscripts A and B refer to Alice's and Bob's photons, respectively. Then, following the experimental scheme in Fig. 2 , The photons were coupled into single mode fibers and sent through a q-plate at the output of each fiber in order to transforms the polarization-entangled state to the rotationally invariant entangled state:
We then performed quantum state tomography of the experimental density matrix ρ AB L measured without misalignment (θ = 0). The correspondent reconstructed density matrix, in the basis is shown in Fig. 3c and corresponds to the basis {|0 the inequality we chose the following hybrid measurement bases: {|0 L , |1 L } and {|+ L , |− L }, corresponding to Alice's settings x = 0 and x = 1, respectively, and {cos Robustness of rotational-invariant hybrid qubits. All the previous results demonstrate a way to overcome the need of a shared reference frame for quantum communication. However, any realistic long-distance communication scenario has to take into account also turbulences in the communication channel which can be represented by an obstacle along the way or decoherence effects and beam wandering caused by atmospheric turbulences.
A remarkable feature of our polarization-OAM hybrid-encoding QC scheme is that it turns out to be robust against the spatial-mode perturbations arising in beam misalignments around axes other than the optical one and atmospheric turbulence effects. Such robustness appears at first glance counterintuitive, since the encoding involves the use of orbital angular momentum, which is quite sensitive to all the above-mentioned spatial perturbations 43, 44 (although significant progresses in pure OAM-based classical and quantum communication through the atmosphere have been recently reported [45] [46] [47] ). The main reason of such robustness is that the OAM spread induced by spatial-mode perturbations is neutralized by the polarization degree of freedom, which is in contrast very robust against those spatial-mode perturbations. This allows one to filter out, in the receiving unit, most components of the state that would otherwise decrease the fidelities. That is, the particular decoding setup used intrinsically implements an effective quantum error-correction procedure that discards (but does not correct) all states outside the logical subspace. ) shows the individual fidelity of each of the four states (green bars) observed over the whole QC session including all the different rotation angles probed. The latter accounts for the general situation where the misalignment could vary randomly between transmitted photons. In both panels, the blue dots/bars and dashed lines give respectively the measured and theoretically-calculated fidelity for the standard case of polarization encoding. The red line delineates the QKD security threshold. c-d) Quantum state tomography of the entangled state of hybrid qubits distributed between Alice and Bob, for the case of aligned reference frames (c) and for a misalignment of θ = 45
• (d). In both cases, only the real part of the density matrices is shown, as the imaginary part is negligible. e) CHSH parameter S (black squares) in experimental non-locality tests on photon pairs entangled in the rotationally invariant qubit space, as a function of the relative misalignment θ between Alice's and Bob's frames. The red line is the local-hidden-variable bound. The blue dots represent the measured values of S for the bare polarizationentangled states without the logical protection. Whereas the blue dashed line is the theoretically-calculated maximal CHSH parameter that would be obtained with pure maximally-entangled polarization states. The black dot-dashed line in turn represents the overall CHSH value S of the entire test taking into account all the experimental runs with different θ. In all data points, the error bars resulting from Poissonian statistics are smaller than the symbols.
into the following state:
where |m o denotes a generic mode with OAM eigenvalue mh and C m,m are the probability amplitudes for the photon OAM to be shifted from mh to m h, due to the perturbation. However, in the decoding unit, the photon undergoes another q-plate transformation
followed by a projection onto an m = 0 Gaussian spatial mode (e.g., by coupling it into a single-mode fiber), which leads to the following final state:
Therefore, if the spatial-mode perturbation satisfies the condition
the final polarization-encoded qubit will be identical to the initial one, except for a global phase and amplitude, and the communication fidelity will be preserved.
Indeed, spatial-mode perturbations will alter a generic hybrid qubit α|R p |l o + β|L p |r o , transforming it In particular, every beam transformation that is mirror-symmetric with respect to a plane containing the initial beam axis will be symmetrical in the sign of OAM and hence will satisfy Eq. (12) . For example, beam parallel displacements, tilts, elliptical deformations, or aperturings with a circular iris (even if off center) or a half-plane mask (knife-edge), all have this symmetry. An axial misalignment, i.e. a misalignment around an axis other than the optical one, between the transmitting and receiving communication units is equivalent to a beam translation and/or tilt, with both contained in the same plane, and can be treated analogously. Only symmetry-breaking combinations of two or more of the above effects may affect the fidelity. For example, a beam tilt combined with a beam displacement along a different plane will break the mirror symmetry and hence might introduce some degree of qubit alteration. Also, the main optical effects arising from atmospheric turbulence, such as beam wandering and spreading are mirror-symmetric, so that the extent of qubit alteration is expected to be much less significant in our communication scheme than in the case of pure OAM communication.
Another important class of transformations which satisfies Eq. (12) is that mathematically defined by pure multiplicative factors acting on the optical field, e.g. the transformations arising from crossing any arbitrary inhomogeneous medium that is thin as compared with the Rayleigh length. It is easy to verify that these will be described by coefficients C m,m which depend on the difference m − m and on the absolute values |m| and m , so that Eq. (12) is automatically satisfied. Weak turbulence, introducing only pure phase wavefront | | distortions, falls within this class of transformations and is therefore predicted to leave the qubit fidelity intact.
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If we now consider the fact that light propagation in homogeneous media leaves the various OAM components constant, we conclude that Eq. (12) is satisfied even if the turbulent medium is followed and/or preceded by a long-distance free-space propagation, as in the case of earth to satellite (and vice versa) communication through the atmosphere.
Experimental tests of rotational-invariant qubit robustness. As a first test of hybrid qubits robustness, we considered transmission through two types of transverse apertures: a half-plane movable obstruction (knife) covering a variable fraction of the transverse mode, and an iris (or pinhole) with variable radius. We have measured the state transmission fidelity F for different input states, at both aligned and 45
• -rotated measurement stages, with respect to the transmitting unit, and for an increasing disturbance due to the obstruction. The experimental setup used for this test is illustrated in Fig. 4a . We encoded different polarization qubits using two waveplates and mapped them into the hybrid encoding using a q-plate. For the purpose of comparison, we also switched to a pure-OAM encoding by inserting a fixed linear polarizer after the q-plate, so as to erase the polarization content of the qubit. Then the photon was sent through the obstruction and to the receiving unit, and the communication fidelity was measured as a function of the obstuction transmittance, by varying the aperture of the pinhole or the transverse position of the knife. Thus, the lowest transmittivity corresponds to a tiny aperture of the pinhole (0.2 times the beam size), or to the almost complete coverage of the beam. All reported experimental fidelities were obtained by averaging over the six eigenstates of three mutually unbiased bases, therefore providing a good representative of the average fidelity over any input qubit state. The experimental results are reported in Fig. 4b ,c. It is seen that the average fidelity of hybrid qubits is independent both of the transmittivity of the aperture and of the rotation angle of the measurement kit, with a global average of F = (98 ± 1)% for the case of iris and F = (96 ± 1)% for the knife. Moreover, in the former case the fidelity is not affected by the displacement of the pinhole off the beam axis. For comparison, we tested the resistance of qubits encoded only in the two-dimensional OAM subspace o 1 = {| + 1 , | − 1 }, i.e., the same subspace used for the hybrid encoding. In this case, the fidelity remains high (F = (97 ± 1)%) only when the cylindrical symmetry of the modes is not perturbed, as for the centered iris, while for all other cases (non-centered iris or knife) the fidelity drops rapidly with decreasing transmission.
As a second test, we performed a communication run while changing the angle of the measurement kit without reoptimizing the alignment of the single mode fiber. This corresponds to introducing small uncontrolled tilt and displacements in the beam during the measurement. We found that the system preserves a good quantum communication fidelity (i.e. above the security threshold) for rotations up to 30
• . Above this angle it was necessary to slightly readjust the single-mode fiber alignment in order to restore a high fidelity.
Finally, we tested the communication fidelity dependence on a controlled beam displacement, for two fixed angles of the measurement stage. Fig. 4d shows the behavior of the average communication fidelity as a function of the beam displacement. The hybrid-qubit fidelity decreases with the displacement, but much slower than that of pure OAM encoding
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
High dimensional quantum systems have opened new scenarios in several fields like fundamental quantum mechanics in which they can be exploited to perform contextuality tests, quantum information since a d-dimensional system can carry much more information than a two dimensional one and quantum cryptography where contextuality can be exploited to increase the security. An efficient way to realize qudits is by exploiting different degrees of freedom of single photon. In this work we have shown how to combine together polarization and orbital angular momentum to overcome the lack of a shared reference frame in quantum communication. Indeed uncontrolled reference-frame misalignments limit quantum communication, as they turn the transmitted quantum messages into noisy, classical ones. We reported the development of a robust and compact toolbox for the efficient encoding and decoding of quantum information into single-photon states that are invariant under arbitrary rotations around the optical axis. Such states belong to a decoherence free subspace of a four dimensional hybrid system. In order to prove the feasibility of rotational invariant quantum communication we performed a cryptographic key distribution protocol, distribution of entanglement and the violation of a Bell inequality, all in alignment-free settings. Our rotational invariant qubits turns out to be also robust against misalignments around other directions than propagation axis, atmospheric turbulences and partial obstructions. This is due to a filtering mechanism intrinsic to our universal-decoder set-up, which maps errors originating from beam rotations around axes other than the optical link, as well as other spatial perturbations, into signal losses instead of infidelity. These features make the misalignment-free scheme here presented a possible resource for long distance satellite quantum communication. 
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